SECRET 1215252
DIR CRT HELS 2556
REDWOOD OPFLOOR
13 JUNE 1959

SECRET

1. DUE TEMPORARY ABSENCE TORREYSON, WE ATTEMPTING OBTAIN, UNDER
APPROPRIATE COVER, LIST OF INCOMING FLIGHTS FROM LONDON FROM VATIC/1.
VATIC/1 SET WHEELS IN MOTION TO OBTAIN LIST BUT THEN UNFORTUNATELY
HAD TO DEPART ON BUSINESS TRIP OUTSIDE HELS AND WILL NOT RETURN
UNTIL 17 JUNE WHEN WE WILL CHECK HIM FOR RESULTS.

2. STATION HAVE NO WAY OF, CHECKING WORKING HOURS
3. SOV CONSULATE 13 OCT 59, SUGGEST HAS ASK AELADLE.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *DISSEMINATION SAME AS REFERENCED CABLE.
**Hoped to reply to DIR 24935 *** which requested the time of Oct 59 arrival in Helmsel and the working hours at the Soviet Consulate in October for the Western Committee.